BACK TO SCHOOL SPORTS DAY
Some people say that school days are the best days of your life. Remember this is just like the real thing, so we can encourage break-dancing, snogging behind the bike shed and smoking in the bogs! During the course of the event your guests will make their trip back in time...

Our Back to School Sports Day is a fantastic, fun and energetic team building activity, ensuring full participation and some very silly behaviour! It is an action packed fun event that is both amusing and challenging for participants and highly entertaining to watch. We can also provide a superb themed evening entertainment which the ‘big kids’ will remember with a smile!

Hosted by our very own Head Master, teams are given their time table of “lessons” where they will face another team head-to-head in different subjects. For extra fun we’ve added an entertaining twist to all subjects - so you won’t want to play truant! Choose 8 activities plus the finale sports day from the list below...

**Indoor Options:**
- **Geography** - Teams recreate a famous geographical landmark such as the Statue of Liberty, Tower Bridge or Eiffel Tower entirely out of modelling balloons!
- **History** - Teams solve one of our medieval puzzles such as constructing a real suit of armour. Half the team will be instructors and the other half will be blindfolded builders. Builders must listen carefully to the instructors who will guide them to put the right pieces in the right places to correctly complete the armour.
- **Maths** - Teams get their heads together to solve our giant maths puzzle.
- **Science** - Teams get their heads together to solve our giant science puzzle.
- **English** - Story time with a twist! One classmate must use the binoculars in order to read out the Morse code story. The rest of the team must decipher the code to find out what happens next.
- **Art** - Teams get creative in art class!
- **Music** - Teams co-ordinate to play tunes on hand bells and boomwhackers.
- **Cycling Proficiency Test** - Teams complete an obstacle course on miniature bikes!
- **Textiles** - Teams design and create a brand new school uniform.
- **Home Economics** - Teams decorate a cake that represents their team.

**Outdoor Options:**
- **History** - Teams solve one of our medieval puzzles such as constructing a real suit of armour. Half the team will be instructors and the other half will be blindfolded builders. Builders must listen carefully to the instructors who will guide them to put the right pieces in the right places to correctly complete the armour.
- **Maths** - Teams get their heads together to solve our giant maths puzzle.
- **Science** - Teams get their heads together to solve our giant science puzzle.
- **English** - Story time with a twist! One classmate must use the binoculars in order to read out the Morse code story. The rest of the team must decipher the code to find out what happens next.
- **Music** - Teams co-ordinate to play tunes on hand bells and boomwhackers.
- **Cycling Proficiency Test** - Teams complete an obstacle course on miniature bikes! (On concrete/tarmac only, not on grass.)
- **PE** - The high jump, but not as we know it! Teams must work together and co-ordinate their movements in order to launch the life size dummy high jumper over the bar!
- **Play Time** - Teams complete a football match on space hoppers!
- **Sports Day (Zone or finale)** - In a fun finale teams then battle it out in popular school races such as the egg and spoon, obstacle race and sack race!

**Notes & Costs**
**Cost:** POA, **Activity Timings:** 3.0 hours, **Guest Numbers:** 10 – 100